Abstract. Determinations of the fundamental properties (e.g., masses and ages) of late-type, pre-main sequence (pre-MS) stars are complicated by the potential for significant discrepancies between the spectral types of such stars as ascertained via optical vs. near-infrared observations. To address this problem, we have obtained near-IR spectroscopy of the nearby, close binary T Tauri system V4046 Sgr AB with the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) SPEX spectrometer. The V4046 Sgr close binary (and circumbinary disk) system provides an important test case for spectral type determination thanks to the stringent observational constraints on its component stellar masses (i.e., ∼0.9 M each) as well as on its age (12-21 Myr) and distance (73 pc). Analysis of the IRTF data indicates that the composite near-IR spectral type for V4046 Sgr AB lies in the range M0-M1, i.e., significantly later than the K5+K7 composite type previously determined from optical spectroscopy. However, the K5+K7 composite type is in better agreement with theoretical pre-MS evolutionary tracks, given the well-determined properties of V4046 Sgr AB. These results serve as a cautionary tale for studies that rely on near-infrared spectroscopy as a primary means to infer the ages and masses of pre-MS stars.
Introduction
The potential for significant discrepancies between the spectral types of late-type pre-main sequence (pre-MS) stars as determined via visible-wavelength (hereafter "optical") vs. near-infrared observations was first recognized and documented more than 15 years ago (Gullbring et al., 1998) . Clearly, such discrepancies have important implications for studies that seek to use theoretical pre-main sequence (pre-MS) evolutionary tracks to infer the ages and masses of pre-MS stars based on spectral types -and, hence, effective temperatures -that have been determined via near-infrared spectroscopy. 
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A case in point is the well-studied, nearby T Tauri star TW Hya. Most investigators have adopted an optical spectral type of K7Ve for TW Hya, following the original determination by Herbig (1978) . Subsequent optical spectroscopic studies have supported or bracketed Herbig's determination; e.g., Torres et al. (2006) found a spectral type of K6Ve, while Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) found K8IVe. However, based on analysis of a near-infrared (∼1-5 µm) spectrum, Vacca & Sandell (2011) determined the spectral type of TW Hya to be much later; they found M2.5V. Vacca & Sandell (2011) used this result to reassess the mass and age of TW Hya, based on comparisons with pre-MS tracks. They concluded that the (optical spectral type-based) mass and age of TW Hya had previously been overestimated, and proposed revising these estimates from ∼0.8 M to ∼0.4 M and from ∼8 Myr to ∼3 Myr, respectively. Vacca & Sandell (2011) argued that these revised estimates were marginally consistent with existing constraints on the mass and age of TW Hya.
Thanks to the (far more) stringent constraints on its fundamental properties, the short-period binary T Tauri system V4046 Sgr AB (optical spectral types K5+K7; Stempels & Gahm, 2004; Donati et al., 2011) provides an important test case for the study of potential discrepancies between near-IR and optical spectral type determinations. The estimated age and distance of V4046 Sgr are relatively well-established (i.e., 12-21 Myr and ∼73 pc, respectively) on the basis of its membership in the β Pic Moving Group and the presence of a comoving, early-M companion (Torres et al., 2008; Kastner et al., 2011; Binks & Jeffries, 2014) . More importantly, the masses of the components of V4046 Sgr AB were precisely determined by Rosenfeld et al. (2012) -i.e., 0.90 M (A) and 0.85 M (B), with uncertainties of ∼0.05 M -from analysis of interferometric CO imaging of its extended, inclined, circumbinary disk (which yields a dynamical mass of ∼1.75 M ) combined with optical radial velocity measurements of the central, short (∼2.4 d) period binary. Rosenfeld et al. (2012) further demonstated that these dynamical masses are in excellent agreement with the predictions of models describing pre-MS evolution, given photospheric temperatures corresponding to optical spectral types of K5+K7.
Hence, we set out to determine whether the apparent spectral type discrepancies just described for TW Hya might manifest themselves similarly in the case of V4046 Sgr 1 and, if so, what this might imply for near-IR-based determinations of pre-MS masses and ages more generally.
Observations
We observed V4046 Sgr with the medium-resolution SpeX spectrograph on the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF). This was the same telescope/instrument combination used by Vacca & Sandell (2011) in their study of TW Hya. Data for V4046 Sgr were obtained on June 28, 2013. We obtained ten individual 120s exposures of V4046 Sgr in pairing mode using the short-wavelength cross-dispersed (SXD) mode of SpeX, and twenty 5 s exposures using the long wavelength cross-dispersed (LXD2.1) mode. The slit width was V4046 Sgr as Touchstone 3 set to 0.3 , yielding a resolution of ∼2000 for the SXD spectra and ∼2500 for the LXD2.1 spectra. Together, these observations cover the entire 0.8 -5.0 µm spectral range. The airmass during these observations was 1.65-1.7, and the sky was clear, with seeing at 1.2 . Observations of the A0V star HD 171296 were obtained the same night, to determine the strengths of telluric absorption features (Vacca et al., 2003) . Other calibration data (flat fields and arc frames) were obtained immediately after on source observations in each spectral mode. Standard data reduction was performed with Spextool v3.4 (Cushing et al., 2004) . The SXD and LXD data were cleaned and median combined, and telluric features were removed from all orders. Low signal-to-noise ratio data between 1.355-1.405 µm and 1.870-1.930 µm were eliminated. The reduced SXD and LXD spectra were then merged. The resulting complete IRTF/SpeX spectrum of V4046 Sgr AB is presented in Fig. 1 . A relatively cursory (visual) comparison of the IRTF/SpeX infrared spectrum of V4046 Sgr AB with those of IRTF standard stars -which are main sequence (MS) stars with optically-determined spectral types (Rayner et al., 2009) -suggests that its near-infrared spectrum more closely resembles those of borderline late-K/early-M MS stars than that of the K5 type of its dominant component (i.e., the slightly more massive component A). More specifically, the broad, shallow absorption from TiO bandheads at ∼0.85 µm is indicative of a late K or early M type star, and the overall shape of the continuum from 0.8-1.8 µm and 1.9-2.6 µm resembles those of K7 and M1.5 IRTF spectral standards, respectively. As in the case of TW Hya, the hydrogen emission-line spectrum characteristic of an actively accreting T Tauri star is superimposed on this relatively red continuum (Fig. 1) . To make the comparison between V4046 Sgr AB and IRTF spectral type standards more quantitative, we adopted the IDL-based tools 2 described in Mann et al. (2013) to perform measurements of the equivalent widths (EWs) of selected absorption features in the IRTF/SpeX spectrum of V4046 Sgr AB that are particularly sensitive diagnostics of spectral type (Rayner et al., 2009 ). Selected EW measurements are presented in Table 1 , alongside those obtained from the IRTF/SpeX spectra of late K and early M standard stars by Vacca & Sandell (2011) . It is readily apparent from these comparisons that V4046 Sgr AB, like TW Hya, displays a near-infrared spectral type significantly later than the spectral type combination determined via optical spectroscopy. Specifically, based on the aforementioned visual inspection and the EW results in Table 1 , we judge that the IRTF/SpeX-determined composite spectral type of V4046 Sgr AB lies in the range M0-M1 -i.e., 3-5 spectral subclasses later than the optically-determined composite spectal type of K5+K7.
Results

Discussion
The 3-5 spectral subclass discrepancy we have found between optical and near-IR (IRTF/SpeX-determined) spectral types for V4046 Sgr AB is very similar to that found for TW Hya by Vacca & Sandell (2011) . However, in contrast to the case of the (nearly pole-on, single) TW Hya star/disk system, the component masses of the V4046 Sgr AB (binary plus circumbinary disk) system are very well constrained, thanks to its intermediate system inclination (33.5 • ; Rosenfeld et al., 2012) . Given these constraints, the optically determined spectral type combination of K5+K7 and, hence, "mean" corresponding effective temperature of T ef f ∼4300 K (Donati et al., 2011) is in much better agreement with the predictions of pre-MS evolutionary tracks, given the likely system age range (12-2 See https://github.com/awmann/metal.
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21 Myr), than is the "mean" of T ef f ∼ 3500 K that corresponds to the early-M spectral type implied by our analysis of IRTF/SpeX spectroscopy (Fig. 2) . These results further imply that the SPEX-based inference of an M2.5 spectral type for TW Hya (Vacca & Sandell, 2011) should not be used to conclude that this heavily scrutinized pre-MS star is younger and less massive than implied by its optical spectral type (see also discussions of the mass and age of TW Hya in Andrews et al., 2012; Ducourant et al., 2014) . We note that Debes et al. (2013) found good fits either for a visual/near-IR "composite" of K7+M2 or for a "compromise" spectral type of M0 to an HST/STIS spectrum of TW Hya that featured very broad spectral coverage (extending from ∼5000-10000Å). They infer a mass as small as 0.55 M , if the underlying star is better represented by the cooler (M2) component, which would be the case if the composite spectral type can be ascribed to the effects of accretion (see below). However, our IRTF/SpeX results for V4046 Sgr suggest that an earlier spectral type, hence higher mass, is preferred for TW Hya as well.
The likely causes of the systematic discrepancies between optical and near-IR spectral types are starspots and surface gravity effects, as discussed by Gullbring et al. (1998) and McClure et al. (2013) . Debes et al. (2013) propose an additional explanation, in which accretion hot spots make a cooler photosphere appear warmer as one moves blueward in the optical from the near-IR. However, the nonaccreting (weak-lined) TTS in Taurus studied by Gullbring et al. (1998) also appear too cool in the near-IR relative to MS stars of the same opticallydetermined spectral types, casting doubt on the importance of accretion in producing the spectral type discrepancies for the (weakly accreting; Curran et al., 2011 ) TW Hya and V4046 Sgr AB. An important test case in this regard is V4046 Sgr C[D], the comoving companion to AB (Kastner et al., 2011) ; V4046 Sgr C[D] is a close-binary, weak-lined T Tauri system with a composite optical spectral type of M1e. Given that AB and C [D] are presumably coeval and their relative luminosities are well-established (Fig. 2) , comparison of the results of near-infrared spectroscopy of the (accreting) V4046 Sgr AB and (nonaccreting) C[D] systems should provide stringent constraints on the physical origins of optical vs. near-IR spectral type discrepancies for pre-MS stars.
Conclusions
We have shown that the close binary pre-MS star system V4046 Sgr AB exhibits a (composite binary) spectral type of early M in the near-IR, i.e., significantly (3-5 subtypes) later than the mid/late-K spectral types previously determined via analysis of its optical spectrum. This discrepancy is very similar to that displayed by the single pre-MS star TW Hya (Vacca & Sandell, 2011) . It is likely that the combination of large surface area starspots and low surface gravities, both of which are characteristic of pre-MS stars, results in a trend of later spectral type with increasing wavelength, moving from the optical to the near-infrared regime.
Regardless, it is apparent -given the well-constrained mass and age of the V4046 Sgr binary -that the optical spectral type determination for V4046 Sgr AB is in better agreement with the predictions of evolutionary models than our near-infrared spectral type determination. These results suggest that the use of near-infrared spectra as a primary means to determine pre-MS star spectral types may lead to significant underestimates of photospheric temperatures, which can in turn produce significant, systematic errors in inferred pre-MS star masses and ages.
Methods similar to those employed here for V4046 Sgr and by Vacca & Sandell (2011) for TW Hya should be applied to additional pre-MS stars, both accreting and non-accreting, whose masses can be determined via independent means (e.g., via CO kinematics or, for the growing sample of known eclipsing binary T Tauri systems, via binary orbital parameters; Ismailov et al., 2014) . Given such near-IR spectral type determinations for a large and diverse sample of pre-MS stars with precisely-determined masses and well-established ages and luminosities, we can more fully characterize and calibrate optical vs. near-IR spectral type discrepancies for pre-MS stars -which, based on the two cases considered here, would appear to be ∼3-5 spectral subclasses for weakly accreting, roughly solar-mass pre-MS stars with ages in the range ∼10-20 Myr.
